
FOOT SLEEVES Two padded foot sleeves nest inside the Leg Bags and 

fasten securely to hold three foot components, (flat or raptor). 

The AZ Vortex Bag System ships with the Arizona Vortex, or may be 

purchased separately as a set to upgrade or replace existing bags.

SEDONA SHOULDER HARNESS A removable backpack for the  

AZ Vortex leg bags, the Sedona Shoulder Harness 

quickly attaches or detaches for extended carries. 

Constructed with padded shoulder straps, a 

sternum strap and waist belt. Order one shoulder 

harness for each leg bag (3) in the set.

The Arizona (AZ) Vortex Bag System is extremely rugged, with extra 

protection in high-wear areas to ensure longevity. Carry system components 

into the wilderness or an industrial environment on your back, or use the 

padded shoulder slings and handles to carry the pieces gear-bag style. 

HEAD BACKPACK One side of the backpack securely cradles the two  

AZ Vortex head components and stows the pin set in a custom internal bag 

attached by a quick-release strap. The other side holds the 40-foot, 8mm 

tether cord and hobble straps, and includes a molle strip for attaching 

additional gear. The exterior panel has a zippered pocket for the AZ Vortex 

User’s Manual or other items, and there is an additional internal pocket for 

pulleys, carabiners and hardware.

LEG BAGS Three leg bags feature hand-carry handles and an adjustable 

padded shoulder sling. End-to-end zippers provide full-length opening  and 

easy access. Compression straps around the bag cinch tight keeping gear  

in place. The over-sized bags can accommodate additional leg components. 

TESTED. PROVEN. TRUSTED.

ARIZONA VORTEX BAG SYSTEM
Designed for Durability and Quick Accessibility

INFORMATION
CMC Rescue, Inc.

800 235 5741 | 805 562 9120

email | info@cmcrescue.com
cmcrescue.com

LEG BAGS (3) FOOT SLEEVES (2)

SEDONA SHOULDER  
HARNESS (OPTIONAL)

HEAD BACKPACK (1)

ITEM # DESCRIPTION

727200 AZ Vortex Bag System

727195 AZ Vortex Sedona Shoulder Harness (sold separately)


